Possessive nouns are nouns that show ownership or possession.

Example: That kayak belongs to Nina.

That is Nina’s kayak.

Rewrite each sentence with the correct form of possessive noun.

1) That bike belongs to Kate.

____________________________________________________________________

2) The laughter of the kids was loud.

____________________________________________________________________

3) Bob borrowed a book that belonged to Josh.

____________________________________________________________________

4) The smell of the cake is yummy.

____________________________________________________________________

5) The ringing of the phone was loud.

____________________________________________________________________

6) That dog belongs to my dad.

____________________________________________________________________

7) The rushing of the creek was swift.

____________________________________________________________________

8) This garden belongs to my mother.

____________________________________________________________________

9) The hole of the mice was small.

____________________________________________________________________

10) That plate belongs to Ken.

____________________________________________________________________
Rewrite each sentence with the correct form of possessive noun.

1) That bike belongs to Kate.
   ________________
   That is Kate’s bike.

2) The laughter of the kids was loud.
   ______________________________________
   The kids’ laughter was loud.

3) Bob borrowed a book that belonged to Josh.
   ______________________________________
   Bob borrowed Josh’s book.

4) The smell of the cake is yummy.
   ______________________________________
   The cake’s smell is yummy.

5) The ringing of the phone was loud.
   ______________________________________
   The phone’s ringing was loud.

6) That dog belongs to my dad.
   ______________________________________
   That is my dad’s dog.

7) The rushing of the creek was swift.
   ______________________________________
   The creek’s rushing was swift.

8) This garden belongs to my mother.
   ______________________________________
   This is my mother’s garden.

9) The hole of the mice was small.
   ______________________________________
   The mice’s hole was small.

10) That plate belongs to Ken.
    ______________________________________
    That is Ken’s plate.